
Skills and concepts to be developed and 

assessed (linking to identified AOs) 

 

The three core skills in English are taught and 

assessed in this comprehensive unit. 

Reading – analysis of language, structure and form. 

Comparison. 

Writing creatively - using text as a stimulus for 

ideas. Paying attention to genre, audience and 

purpose and how this affects language choices. 

Technical accuracy. 

Spoken language – performance/ presentational 

skills 

All skills are revisited throughout the English 

curriculum and assessed at GCSE (English Language 

and English Literature) 

 

Conceptual focus: 

An opportunity and introduction to studying the 

Gothic Literature genre. Pupils shall be given the 

opportunity to explore and analyse the short story 

genre within this. Pupils will also be given the 

opportunity to appreciate Gothic conventions and 

how these create menaing and engagement for the 

reader. They will be expected to question and 

explore the use of language and structure and to 

begin to appreciate the writer’s intention.  

 

Factual knowledge to be taught and assessed 

(including subject specific vocabulary). 

 

Keywords:  

Ambiguity, character, chronological, contrast, 
cumulative, flashback, foreshadowing, juxtaposition, 
pace, protagonist, antagonist, archetypal, red 
herring (fallacy/distraction), revelation, reversal, 
secrets, setting,  tone, Freytag’s arc, exposition, 
climax, denouement , narrative perspective,  

Colour, Duplicity, Grotesque, Obscurity, Pathetic 
fallacy, Psychological,  Subversion, Visual motifs, 
Unreliable narrator, 

 

Formative Assessment/key pieces of work 

prior to end of unit: 

 

Writing: Throughout the unit of work, pupils 

will be given opportunities to develop their 
creative writing skills, modelled upon well 
respected examples.   

From Week 5 pupils will be given the 
opportunity to plan, redraft and create their 

own gothic short story (or exposition of a 
gothic novel)  
 

Reading Analysing and explaining how language 

and structure is used to present a theme or 

character within an extract (PEAR paragraphs to 

structure an essay response). Based upon the 3 

questions from GCSE English Paper 1. These 
are to be completed at various times 
throughout the studying of the module.   
 

Summative Assessment 

 

Spoken Language: English Language Question 4 

answer shared verbally in pairs. 

 

Writing: Completion of gothic short story or 

exposition to a short story based upon either a 
picture stimulus, opening line or title.   
 

Reading Analysing and explaining how language 

and structure is used to present a theme or 

character within an extract (PEAR paragraphs to 

structure an essay response) 

 

Building Retention: What prior learning 

must be built upon/revisited and how will it 

be assessed? 

 

Reading: the analytical skills taught during the 

’Poetry’ unit (Autumn) are revisited, developed and 

applied to a different form here. 

Writing: pupils embed and develop their creative 

writing skills (from Primary) and use their 

structures from the ‘Don’t Get Me Started unit in 

another form. 

Spoken language: Building upon the spoken 

language work in Autumn term, students are given 

the opportunity to present information to their 

peers. 

 

Spelling-Punctuation-Grammar 

How will you promote high standards within 

this module? 

 

Expectation of proof reading and self -correcting of 

written work for technical accuracy. 

Expectation of written & spoken work is well 

suited to purpose and audience and grammatically 

correct. 

Accuracy in spelling of key words and learning the 

definitions. 

 

Link forward: where next for the learning? 

The three core skills addressed in this unit are 

revisited regularly throughout Year 7 and beyond 

to embed and develop learning. 
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